NELLIE THE ELEPHANT

[Dm] TO [A7] BOM- [Dm] -BAY
THEY [E7] BROUGHT AN INTELLIGENT [A] ELEPHANT
AND [E7] NELLIE WAS HER [A] NAME.
[Dm] ONE [A7] DARK [Dm] NIGHT
SHE [F] SLIPPED HER [A] IRON [Dm] CHAIN
AND [E7] OFF SHE RAN TO [A] HINDUSTAN
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

CHORUS:
[D] NELLIE THE ELEPHANT PACKED HER TRUNK
AND [G] SAID GOODBYE TO THE [D] CIRCUS
[D] NELLIE THE ELEPHANT PACKED HER TRUNK
AND [G] TRUNDLED OFF TO THE [D] JUNGLE

[Dm] NIGHT [A7] BY [Dm] NIGHT
SHE [F] DANCED TO THE [A] CIRCUS [Dm] BAND
SHE [E7] LOOKED SO PROUD AND [A] GRAND
[Dm] NO [A7] MORE [Dm] TRICKS
FOR [F] NELLIE [A] TO PER-[Dm]-FORM
THEY [E7] TAUGHT HER HOW TO [A] TAKE A BOW
OHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

CHORUS

BRIDGE:
THE [G] HEAD OF THE HERD WAS [D] CALLING,
[G] FAR, FAR A-[D]-WAY
THEY [E7] MET ONE NIGHT IN THE [A] SILVERY LIGHT
ON THE [E7] ROAD TO MANDA-[A]-LAAAAAAAY ...
OHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

CHORUS CHORUS